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Cookies Set
A total of 2 cookies were available to the websites you visited during your
recording (take a look at them all!). The most naughty cookie we recognised has a
possible naughtiness score of 1 out of 5 (you what?) but you may have more
sinful ones.
WARNING: This report should not be viewed as gospel! Cookie logging ain't perfect and
our interpretations of cookies are very fallible, but congratulations on taking the first step
to creating a plan to try to comply with the EU Cookie Directive. May the force be with
you.

Cookie setting tools/services (probably) being used on .fxlucaricci.com
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Session

Yes

1

1

Probably a session cookie. Sugar and spice mostly but in the
hands of SPECTRE, who knows - discuss with your developer

Your
Own

Yes

1

?

Have a cuppa, chat to your developer.

List of 1st party cookies set on the .fxlucaricci.com domain

Cookie Name

Expires

Information

cookie_law_yes_0CCB31CAD6A9DCB77B1B9EFCBAC8E5ED

202001-07

Grab a cuppa with your developer
and run through the detailed log.

Over time we hope to add more information about common cookies and the directive. You can keep up to date here.
Better still if you want to contribute knowledge we'd love to hear from you.

What Now?
OK, serious hat on.
We'd recommend you look at the complete log of cookies and seek to determine your own view of cookie
naughtiness.

http://cookie.attacat.co.uk/report.php
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In our opinion if you have cookies with a naughtiness score of 2 or more, then the law requires you to get consent
from your site visitors to use cookies. The first step in that process is to tell them what you use cookies for. That's
what you need a cookie information page for. And good news is we can help you with that (yes, for free):

Next Step: Generate a Cookie Information Page »
Like this tool? Please add a review here:
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/cebhpmcfenjfodganapapakfnhichojh/reviews
Use this report entirely at your own risk, blah, blah. Spend a fortune on a lawyer and cover your site in pop-ups if you
want something bullet proof.Attacat are not lawyers. In fact we are a bunch of Internet marketers keen to ensure that
this directive doesn't get out of hand. If you want help with SEO,PPC, Social Media, Conversion Rate Optimisation or
any other Internet marketing service, please say hello.
Use this report entirely at your own risk, blah, blah. Spend a fortune on a lawyer and cover
your site in pop-ups if you want something bullet proof.
Attacat are not lawyers. In fact we are a bunch of Internet marketers keen to ensure
that this directive doesn't get out of hand. If you want help with SEO, PPC, Social
Media, Conversion Rate Optimisation or any other Internet marketing service,
please say hello.
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